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PRESS RELEASE:
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Malvern, PA — 3SI Security Systems, a global leader in asset protection technology, and the Powhatan
Group, a safety and security consulting firm, have joined forces to bring their vast range of products and
services to security and loss prevention professionals in retail and financial institutions.
The Powhatan team brings extensive experience in safety and security consulting, and has helped
customers advance systems, reduce risk, and remain thriving in an ever-changing security
landscape. These services combined with the asset recovery and criminal apprehension solutions
delivered by 3SI will provide comprehensive security tools to clients.
“Security and loss prevention departments constantly face new threats that impact their businesses. The
caliber and depth of experience of the Powhatan team makes them uniquely qualified to address these
security challenges. Many of our clients are seeking consultative support to streamline their security
protocols, and we are thrilled to be able to offer them the services of the Powhatan Group”, said Bob
Kiefer, Executive Vice President of Sales for 3SI.
“With over 45 years’ experience in security technology, 3SI leads the field in asset protection” said
Charles DeVita, Managing Director of the Powhatan Group. “Our firm comprises some extraordinary
professionals, subject matter experts and recognized leaders from government, academia, law, the
nonprofit sector, and the military. Being able to leverage 3SI’s 45 years of security experience will be a
great benefit to our customers.”
About 3SI Security Systems
3SI is a global leader in asset protection systems designed to recover stolen cash and high-value assets,
apprehend criminals and deter crime with more than 45 years of experience in financial and retail
markets. 3SI’s solutions include currency degradation and GPS tracking solutions to protect cash and
high-value assets in banks, safes and ATMs, jewelry, pharmaceuticals, consumer electronics, other
retailers and law enforcement. 3SI global headquarters are near Philadelphia, PA. For more information,
visit www.3sisecurity.com
About The Powhatan Group
Powhatan Group is a leading safety and security consulting firm specializing in comprehensive security
and risk assessments, asset protection, organizational analysis, agency consolidation and innovative

training and development solutions. The specialists at Powhatan Group are highly experienced in
working with dynamic and diverse organizations and take great pride in the trust and enduring
relationships that evolve with each client served. For more information, visit www.powhatangroup.com
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